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SETS DEFINABLEOVERFINITEFIELDS:
THEIRZETA-FUNCTIONS
BY
CATARINA KIEFE(1)
ABSTRACT. Sets definable over finite fields are introduced. The rationality of the logarithmic derivative of their zeta-function is established, an application of purely algebraic content is given. The ingredients used are a result
of Dwork on algebraic varieties over finite fields and model-theoretic tools.

1. Introduction.In [6] Dworkprovedthe rationalityof the zeta-function
of a varietyovera finitefield. The mainresultof this paperis to extendthis as
far as possibleto sets definableoverfinite fields. In this case,the zeta-function
needno longerbe rational,as illustratedby the set definedoverthe finite field
withp elements(p odd prime)by the formula
3X(X2-y=

0).

However,the logarithmicderivativeof the zeta-function,i.e., the Poincareseries,
turnsout alwaysrational.
The resultis foundusingmodel-theoretic
tools: an extensionby definitions
of the theoryof finitefieldsin ordinaryfieldlanguagein given:this extensionis
of the
shownto admiteliminationof quantifiers(by virtueof a generalization
of
Theorem[8]), thisyieldsa characterization
ShoenfieldQuantifierElimination
sets definableoverfinite fields,andthe Poincareseriesfor thesecannowbe proved
to be rationalby somecomputations;
althoughthe zeta-functionneed not be
rational,fromthe computationone can concludethat it can alwaysbe expressed
as the radicalof a rationalfunction.
notationfollowsShoenfield[7] and Belland Slomson[4].
Unexplained
2. A semanticcharacterization
of eliminationof quantifiers.Let r be a
languageof type r; let A be a theoryin lansimilaritytype, L. the first-order
guageL..
Received by the editors
AMS (MOS) subject classifications (1970). Primary 02H15, 12C99, 12L99.
Key words and phrases. Finite and pseudo-finite fields, varieties, definable sets, zetafunction, elimination of quantifiers.
(1) The results presented in this paper are part of the author's doctoral dissertation,
written at the State University of New York at Stony Brook, under the supervision of James
Ax; the author wishes to thank Professor Ax for encouragement and advice.
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DEFINITION
1. Wesay that A satisfiesthe isomorphism
conditionif for

Cof substructures
everytwo modelsA andA' of A andeveryisomorphism
of A
of a submodelof A
andA', thereis an extensionof 0 whichis an isomorphism
anda submodelof A'.
DEFINITION
2. Wesay that A satisfiesthe submodelconditionif for every
modelB of A, everysubmodelA of B, andeveryclosedsimplyexistentialformula pof LT,we

have

A 1=spB

lp.

The followingtheoremis well known [8, p. 851:
THEOREM. If A satisfies the isomorphismconQUANTIFIERELIMINATION

ditionand the submodelcondition,then A admitseliminationof quantifiers.
The QuantifierEliminationTheoremgivesa sufficientconditionfor a theory to admiteliminationof quantifiers.However,this conditionis not necessary,
due to AllanAdler.
as is establishedby the followingcounterexample,
COUNTEREXAMPLE.Let r denotethe "theoryof independent
events",
describedas follows:
LANGUAGEOF r: no constant symbols
no functionsymbols
a countableset f PnIn E co} of unarypredicatesymbols.
AXIOMSOF r: for everyorderedpair (S, T) of fmite subsetsof co such
that S nl T is emptywe havean axiom
A(S,T): (3x)

(

/\PnO) A A

/
pn(X)

r admitseliminationof quantifiersas canbe provedby applyingLemma3 in
[8, p. 83]. To establishthe counterexample
one showsthat r does not satisfy
the isomorphism
condition: indeed,we definetwo subsetsM, N of [0, 1] as
follows:
First,we definesequences{MnI wsw NnIne, by Mo = No {0}, if
,
.
n+
,*
Mo,
Mn No, . . Nn are known, choose 1X*
l71n '
in [0, 11 suchthat all areirrational,
t ' 77 E

[(I - 1)/2n+ I,I/2n+ 1

(j

=

.

2n i),

all aredistinct,andnone are containedin Mn or Nn. Weput Mn+1 = Mn U
2

2

1

2n+l
n

}

Wenow defineM = UnE,,,Mn,N = UnE, Nn.
WemakeM, N modelsof r by interpreting
pn(x) to meanthat the nth
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binary digit of x is 1. The axioms then simply requirethat M and N should each
have nonempty intersectionwith each dyadic interval [1/2?, (j + 1)/2n], and are
satisfied by construction.
MO= No = {O}are isomorphic substructuresof M and N. However, any
isomorphismof submodels of M and N must take an irrationalnumber into itself.
Since M n N = {O}, the isomorphism condition fails.
The Quantifier Elimination Theorem is now going to be extended to a
necessaryand sufficient condition, therewith yielding a semantic characterization
of the elimination of quantifiers. We need
conditionif
3. We say that A satisfies the weakisomorphism
DEFINITION
for every two models A and A' of A and every isomorphism0 of a substructure
of A and a substructureof A', there is an elementaryextension A" of A' and an
extension of 0 which is an isomorphismof a submodel of A and a submodel of

A".
We then have

if andonly if A is
THEOREM1. A admitseliminationof quantifiers
condition.(2)
and A satisfiesthe weakisomorphism
model-complete
PROOF. ?: The techniques used in [81 to prove the QuantifierElimination Theorem can easily be adapted to prove that quantifierscan be eliminated
even with these weaker hypotheses. (2)
*: Model-completenessfollows trivially.

3. A languagein whichthe theoryof finite fieldsadmitseliminationof
quantifiers. We now describea languageand theory of finite fields in this language which admits elimination of quantifiers:
LANGUAGE:function symbols: + (addition)
* (multiplication)
- (subtraction)
constant symbols: I (unity)
O(additive identity)
predicate symbols: = (equality).
This languageis the ordinaryfield language;henceforth, we denote it L7.
Now, we introduce for every positive integer n an n + 1-arypredicatesymbol:
spn L7. denotes the languageobtained by adjoiningthe predicate symbols
{ pnln E Z>0} to LT.
(2) Conversely, the necessity of these hypotheses follows easily by, e.g., an application
of Frayne's Lemma [4,_p. 161 1.
It has been brought to my attention that Theorem 13.1 of [7, p. 631 yields a characterization of elimination of quantifiers very close to this one. However, the one presented
here appears to be somewhat more convenient for the purpose of this paper.
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We now denote
s-the theory of finite fields in LT (i.e., the set of sentences of L7
satisfied by all finite flelds)
ir-the theory of pseudo-finite fields in LT(i.e., the set of sentences
of L1. satisfied by all the infinite models of 1).
In [2, p. 255, Theorem 5], a recursiveaxiomatization for ir can be found.
Naturally,z 5 ir,i.e., F =Xr* F i= .
Now, we let ir' and ' be the theories in the languageLTT obtained by taking for axioms respectively
?
yn
+ xo = O))lnE Z>O}
*
3 Y(Xn +
VXn6On(Xo9* Xn)
17 {Vxo
and
u{VX0...vx0(

*3Y

*,

(

A

3AY(jyAy

V Y=y))

V

YX = ))))

i= 1

(\Pn (XO

.... Xn)

VY(YnO

nz>o}

REMARKS.(a) ~' is an extensionby definitionsof S; givenF I= ,
becomes a model of ~' in a canonical way:
Gase1. F is infinite-thenwe definethe n + 1-aryrelation4nby
a)

E

4

+ a0 has ai root n

+

the polynomial
anyn *

F

F.

Case2. F is finite with k elements-thenipnis definedas beforeif n # k,

and4 is definedby
(a0, . .., ak) E 4 F

aOiS a generatorof

F*

F ir' ~F l=o' and F is infinite,
with k elements
finite
(c)MF l=
K
(F

subgroupof
(multiplicative

F)-

(b)

inO,of.

LEMMA
I. ir' a dmitselimination of quantifers
of quantifiers.

.

,

0, 1)

'admits

14T).
elimination
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: obvious, since V C ir'.

PROOF.

: by Theorem1, it sufficesto showthat
' model-complete,
and
=
condition ' satisfiesweakisomor(ii) 7r'satisfiesweakisomorphism
phismcondition.
(i) Let F11=V' (j= 2,2)andF1 F2.
If F1 is infinite,F1t= ir' (i = 1, 2) and F1 < F2 followsfromhypothesis.
If F1 is finitewith k elements,
(i)

*
IT' model-complete

(1,0,. ..,0,

)I

* (1, o ...
(ii) Let

F 1=E'

= <F2 nF k

fF,
,

0, 1) ?k2

F2

finitek elements= F1 = F2.

(ij = 1, 2) and 0 an isomorphismof nonempty-sub-

structures:
If both F1 andF2 areinfinite,F, l= I', and0 can be extendedby hypothesis.
If F, is finite with k elements, (1, O.. . ., ,1 ?F
(,..,O,1
*
'k 2 (because0 is an isomorphism) F2is finite with k elements. Hence0 is an

isomorphism
of two subringsof two fieldswith k elements,the subringscontaining the primefilelds;so, obviously,0 can be extendedto the fieldswith k elements.
If F2 is finitewith k elementsa similarreasoningholds.
THEOREM
2. Ir' admitseliminationof quantifiers.
PROOF. By Theorem1, this proofis immediatelyreducedto the proof of
the followingtwo lemmas:
LEMMA2. IT is model-complete.

3.
LEMMA

I'

satisfiesthe weakisomorphism
condition.

For the proofsof Lemmas2 and 3 we need
(i = 1, 2), and assumethat F1is a subfieldof F2;
4 F1 is relatively
Fl = pF2 nFn+i)
Z
F2 (i.e., for all n Ez>,

4. Let Fi 1=
LEMMA
then F15

Ir'

algebraically
closedin F2Wealso use
5. Let A be a theorywithoutfinite modelsin a languageof carLEMMA
dinality
8.

Then: A model-complete for any model A i= A of cardinality
A U Diagramof A is complete.
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PROOF.X: obvious,fromone of the currentdefinitionsof model-completeness.
--: let 8,82i=A,B
CB2.
By Robinson'stest for model-completeness;
it sufficesto showthat if p is
a primitive sentence in the languageof 81 and B2 1= ip, then B1 1= ep. Indeed:
in p occuronly a flnite set S of contantsdesignating
elementsof I8 I. By
we can extendS to a model B3 1= A suchthat S 5 IB31
Skolem-Loewenheim,
and B3 < B135 B2 andcardIB31= .o By hypothesis,DiagB3 U A is complete. But
B2 =DiagB3uA, and
B2 1=P,

so

DiagB3 U AI

p, hence B3 1= p

and B3 < B1 * B1 1=vo. Q.E.D.
PROOF OF LEMMA2. Sincerr'has no finitemodels,by Lemma5, to prove
that ir'is model-complete
it sufficesto showthat F 1= ir'andcardF = S *
ir'U Diag F complete: Let F1, F2 1= r' U DiagF; we wantto show that

F1

F2 (in languageL,T of -a' U Diag F).

Wemay assumethat F5 Fi (i = 1, 2), andby Loewenheim-Skolem,
we may
assumecard Fi= No (i = 1, 2).
Now let D be a nonprincipal
ultrafilteron the set of positiveintegersI; let
= Fi/D

(a= 1, 2),

sincee1is pseudo-finite,
(cf. definitionin [2, p. 246]) so we
ei is hyper-finite;
haveF 5 Fi < ei, with ei hyper-finite;
by Lemma4, F is relativelyalgebraically
closedin e, (i = 1, 2); andalso carde1 = carde2 > cardF. Hence,by [2, p.
247, Theorem1], e1 and e2 areisomorphicas fieldsoverF; but this impliesthat
they areisomorphicas structuresof type r', sincethe tpni relationsare"algebraic",
i.e., preservedunderfield-isomorphisms.
Hence

F1, 61 62>F2,
F1

so

F2. Q.E.D.

PROOFOF LEMMA
3. Let e1 1= r' (i = 1, 2), C
Di

e, and0: D1-* D2be
an isomorphism
(of structuresof type T).
of ei, hencean integraldomain. Let Fi be the quotient
Di is a substructure
field of Di: Fi 5 ei, andcertainly0 extendsto a field-isomorphism
0: F1 F2.
0 is also an isomorphism
of structuresof type r', as canbe easilychecked;so 0
-
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has the following property:
anxn + * * * + ao
0(an)Xn +

0

E

F1[x] has a zero in e1
+ 0(ao) E F2 [x] has a zero in

62.

Now let Fr be the relative algebraicclosure of F, in ei. Of course, we
again have that
+ ao E F1[x] has a zero in F'j
anxn +
+ 0(ao) E F2 [x] has a zero in Fr.
+
*0(an)xn
Hence by [1, p. 172, Lemma 5], we can extend 0 to a field-isomorphism0:
'
F;r. 0 is still an isomorphismof structuresof type because now
Fr

(ao **, an) E lPnF r = fpnln Frln
anxn +

has a zero in e1
d

0(an)xn +oo+0(ao)

0(an)xn +
C- (O(ao), . ..,

a
:>an

+...

* + ao has a zero in F
has a zero in

r

+ a0

F

+ 0(ao) has a zero in 62

0

(an)

E2
tn2 )Fr2+1=t7

Let a = card e2. By upward Loewenheim-Skolem,let H2 be such that
f
and cardH' = a+. Now, let H2 be such that e2 < H 2' card 2
2 H2
= 2' and H2 iSa -saturated [4, Theorem 11.1.7].
Then we have that 2 < H2 2 is hyper-finite, card H = 2' and Fr is
relativelyalgebraicallyclosed in H2 (because e2 < H2).
card Fr < ct < 2?; by downwardLoewenheim-Skolem,
Let ,B= card F r =~~~~
let Hfilbe such that Fr HI < e1 and card H)1= (. Then we know that HI is
quasi-finite(because H1 < el > H1 W 7r'),card H1 < card H2, and Fr is relatively algebraicallyclosed in H, . So by [2, Lemma 2] we can extend 0 to a
field-monomorphism0: HI1-> H2 such that 0(Hl) is relatively algebraically
closed in Hl2-

5

If we take 0(HI) to be defined on 0(H1) through 0, we get, since HI 1=
H2, 0(H1) 1= ir', O(fH1)is a subfield of H2, and is
relativelyalgebraicallyclosed in H2. Then Lemma4 applies to show that 0(H1)
C H2,i.e., with 0(H 1) defined as above, 0(Hl) is a submodel of H2. Hence we
have proved the weak isomorphismcondition. Q.E.D.
1r',that 0(H1) t= 1r'. But now

4. Sets definable over a finite field: the rationality of their Poincare'series.
In this section, we shall use the following
NOTATION.Lr-ordinary field language,as describedin ?3.
LT' -ordinary field languagewith all the n + 1-arypredicate symbols 'pn
adjoined(n EZ>O).

KIEFE
CATARINA
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s-theory of finite fieldsin LT.
'-theory of finite fieldswith definingaxiomsfor eP.adjoined(as in ?3).
k-finite field of cardinalityq.
LT,k-LT with q new constantsymboladjoined.
k5-uniqueextensionof k of degrees.
k-algebraicclosureof k.
4. Let U = { Us}sEZ with UYC k
DEFINITION
k,Y,Vs EZ> 0;then Uis
>0
thereexists a formula(pin LT,k with r free
calleda definabler-setoverk
variablessuchthat
Us ={ (a, .*

ar) E

ksI=

fp[al *... ,ar]},

VsEZ>0.

Wethen say that U is defizedby p.
REMARK. If U is definableoverk, the formuladefiningU is not unique:
algethe sameelementin the rth Lindenbaum
in fact, everyformularepresenting
braof z will also defineU.
5. Say U is a definabler-set,definedby ip. Wehave Us =
DEFINITION
,
E
, ar]}; the zeta-functionof U is definedto
X
{(a1,,
ar) krlk5 1=ip[a1,
be the formal power series in t
?? Ns(U)

Pu(t)= exp E

S

t

S=1

where NY(U) = #Us = cardinality of Us

Following terminology used in

[5, p. 47] we let the Poincardseriesof U be definedby
c
d
7rU(t)= t d log Pu(t) = E Ns(U) t s.
The main result of this section is

seriesof a definableset is rational.(3)
3. ThePoincare'
THEOREM
6. A definable r-set V over k will be calleda varietyover k if
DEFINITION
it can be defined by a formula of type

n

A pi(x1,... , Xr) = O, with

i= 1

Pi(Xl*

*X,).)

E

k

lJ

(i = 1, ... ., n).

A definabler-setwill be calledprimitiveif it can be definedby a formulaof type
DEFINITION7.

(3) As usual, a formal power series is called rational when it is the quotient of two
polynomials.
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n

m

A

*,Xr) =O AA qi(xl, ...,xr)

Pi(Xl,

i=lI

o

i- 1

withpi(x), qi(F) Ek[xI],

1,.. .,m).

,n;j=

(i= 1,...

8. A definable set will be called constructible if it can be deDEFINITION

finedby a formulawhichis quantifierfree in LT,k.
9. Let U = { Us}s3z> and V = { Vs}sez> be definable
DEFINITION
r-sets. Wedefinethe union,intersectionanddifferenceof U and V "pointwise",
i.e., by
(uu V)s = US U Vs, (U V)s = Us nVs,
VsEZ>0.

(U-V)3=U3-V3,

LEMMA6. If U is a constructible set, then DU(t)is a rationalfunction.

Hence,so is 7Tu(t).
PROOF.Dwork[61 showedthatt_ w(t) is rational,for V, Wvarieties.
Any primitiveset Pn is a differenceof varieties:in fact, if P is defmedby
Al .1 pi(X) = 0 A AT 1 q1(jF) # 0, we have that
In

mn

A pi(X) A A q1

H(

)

[ ? +f A pi(x)=oAj1

I\1=l

j=1

=

qjO
l/

.

So if V is definedby Ai=1 pi(x) = 0 and Wis definedby (IIT 1 qj(f)) = 0,
then P = V - W. So the Lemmaholds for primitive sets.
Now observethat the intersectionof primitivesets is primitive;on the other
hand,any constructibleset is the unionof primitivesets, i.e., if U is constructible,
thereexist primitivesetsPI, .
Pn suchthat U= U7 1 P, andso U.
U 7=1 (Pi)3;it is easilyverifiedthat
#(U

(Pi)s(

=1 I

NS(U)

1)#B+
O:BC

Ej,
0 BC{l ,.-*,n}

nn

(_1)#B+NS(

)=

iE-B

wherePB = nfIeB P, for all B C { 1,...
rpB(t) is

#(Q

,

n

B

{Il ,--n}

(P1)1),

El.S(PB)2
0 OBC(i

..
,*n

}

n}. ButPB is a primitiveset, hence

rational,so

n
171

i.e.,

p

(t

0 BSC 1 *-n }

is rational.Q.E.D.
Weshallnow reducethe proofof Theorem3 to

I
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8. Let U C kr be definable,definedby an atomicformulain
LEMMA
LTV,kof type
fPn(PO(X I.

.

X)..
*Xd

9Pn(XV

..

* ,Xd))

.
with Pi(Xl,
*,Xr)E
k[Xl, * **,Xr (i= 1 ... , n) (obviously, we mean
that U is defined by a formula of LTk equivalent to so,&(po(T),.. .,
);

then iru(t)is rational.
Beforewe proveLemma8, we shallreducethe proofof Theorem3 to it,
i.e., showthat Theorem3 followsfromLemmas7 and 8.
Let U be a definableset;it has been provedin ?3 that ' admits
hencewe may assumeU definedby a quantifier-free
eliminationof quantifiers,
formulap in the languageLT, k, i.e., U is the unionof sets definedby formulae
of type
A pi(XF) = OA A
j-1

1=1

nf(Pni0()..P

~~~~~~ ~

~

)

A A
qk(-

)

k=1

(*)
0 0A

A
m=1

-1 iPm(PmnoO0) ...

Pnm'nm

Again,sinceintersectionsof sets definedby formulaeof type (*) areagaindeof sets
finedby formulaeof type (*), it will sufficeto provethat the T-functions
definedby formulaeof type (*) havethe requiredproperty.
Wearenow reducedto sets U definedby formulaeof type (*). To proceed,we startby freeingourselvesfromthe restrictionsimposedby the defining
this relationin a fieldwith m elements.
axiomfor sPmin casewe areinterpreting
LEMMA9. Let U be defined by a formula ip of type (*). Let I' be obPm,m(x )) by
tainedfrom U by replacingeach occurrenceof Sm (Pm,IoG
W ...
the
set
U'
be
=
Let
+
+
3 Z(Pm,O(X)
defined by q0'.
0).
*-* *
Pm m(3-)zm

Then,if 7u'(t) is rational,so is ru(t).
PROOF. Let

A ={m E Z>OI,0Moccurs in p and m = qs, for some s E Z>O}
B = {s EZ>O1qS = m, for somem EA}.
If B = 0, v s E Z>0, U3= U henceN3(U) = N,(U') and the result is obvious.
But if B #0, it certainlyis finite. Also,Vs E Z>0, s fB = Ns(U) Ns(U').
HencelTu(t) = 2S=1 Ns(U)ts = Ys=l Ns(U')ts - sEB Ns(U')ts +
zsEB Ns(U)ts. From the finiteness of B and the rationality of 1`=l Ns(U')ts
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we immediatelyconcludethe rationalityof 7ru(t). Q.E.D.
(Pm,o, * * *, Pm,m) by

So in everythingthat follows we may replace
3Z(Pm,o

+*-*

= 0).

+pmmZm

As before,in formulaeof type (*) we may assume S I1 by replacing

A=

qk()

IH

0 0 by H1t= qkG(X)# 0; similarly. We may assume 7 <, 1; indeed:

A
m=l

I I

-I 3Z(Pnm O(Xy)+ * * * + Pnm n(Y) zm = 0)
z(
(1m3

?

(Pnm,OGy)

\' z

+

Pnmn(x)Z

m)

0.

we can alwaysassumet = 0:
Furthermore,
- eq(x) 0 o A-n on(po(fl,
#0
,

An

:Ao A
q
q(T)
1

#

Pn(.V))4= q(x-)

3 z(po(5F) + - - - + pn(X)zn

-13 z(po(x)

= 0),

+ * ** + PnGe)zn = ?)

3 z(q(Y)(Pn(X)zn

+ ** *

+
PO? ()))t

-

--

+***

3z(q(x)(pn(x)zn
-pn (q(je)

..

+PO)

=0)

* sq(Y)Pn(y))-

Should?i= 0, we can alwaysintroducethe conjunct-i
np (1.0). So, we may
assumet = O,71< 1. Wearenow reducedto showingour resultfor sets defined
by formulaeof type
A

**)

\A pi(X)=O
1=1

V

A
A A,Pnp(Pni,00e)t
j=ji+ I

**Pni,niGO)).
j,:

Indeed,if we get it for this case,then if we considerthe set U definedby
A/=1 pi(Y) = 0 AA
/
on,( * */)A -1n ( * * * ), we observethat U = V W,whereV is definedby a formulaof type (**) and Wby pn(* * * ), so N,(U)
=

Ns(V) - N,(V fl W), where V n Wis again defined by a formula of type (**).

Now to provethe resultfor a set U definedby (**), it will sufficeto
establishthe following:
Claim. Let Vi be defmedby pi(x) = 0 (i = 1,.. .,. ) andby
Pni(Pn lo (5 ) *1I * Pn, n i(f)) for i = p + 1, . ., v. Then for all B C {1,
V}, VB = UiEB Vi is a set suchthatd/dt log PV (t) is rational.
Supposewe haveprovedthe Claim: then

...
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#(n

NS(U) =

=(
(Vi)S)
1
~~B C{1

i=

-

1)#B#(VB)S
, ,V}
....

(-

E
BC{1.4

1)#B Ns(VB).

Now to provethe Claim:
Let
B1 =Bfl{1,

.

.

VB= U

B2 =Bn
4,

Vi U U

iEB1

VI

iEB2

but ULEB, Vi can be definedby rliEB pi(i) = 0, and UjEB2 V1can be definedby
3 z(I

(Pni,ni

i.e., by pn(qo( ),...

,

Z ni+

?

+ Pni.0)

qn(2 )), where n

= 12jEB2

n; and the qi(x) are adequate-

ly computed.
HenceVBis definedby

II pi( ) = ? V pn(qo(Y), . . . , qn(y)), henceby
iE-B 1

3 z (,rppi(5)q,,(x-)zn + *

+ 7rpi(Y) q ()

iPn(7Tpi(Y )qo(X)2

**.. .

= 0),

hence by

pi(,)qn(30))

andthe proofof Theorem3 is actuallyreducedto Lemma8.
PROOF OF LEMMA8. Let U be definedby
On(Po (X i

... .,

Xr),***

Pn(xl,

***

Xr));

by Lemma9 we may assumen > q:
Us = {(a1,

. . .,

ar) E kr I there exists b E ks

suchthatpn(ii)bn + *
Letf (xl, *
k[x,...,

=

0}.

,Xr, z) =Po(x1, * ,Xr) + ***+ Pn(xl, *** Xr )zn
xr, z] . Let V be the variety in kr+1 defined by f(x, z) = 0:

Vs ={(a, b)Ekr+ 'If(a, b) = 0}.
Let

+ pO(d)
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sj= {(a, b) E k I+ pn(if)zn + * * * + po(d ) has i distinct

rootsin k5 andb is one of them}
0

(i = 1, .. ., n); obviously,we have V.= U71 V,,, andwe observethat
n

#V,

Ns(U) = #US=

*

r + i set definedby
Now let H, be the constructible
f(X z1) = OA

Af(x, zi) = OA

A

Zk

Zm

?O

k,m=l
k?m

By Lemma6, tHf(t) is rational.Wealsohave(Hi)s = {(a, b ) E kr+Ilf(a, bk)
m}. Our aim is to compute #V,

if k

=O for k = 1, . . . ,iand bk bm

fromNs(HI). For this purpose,let
Es i = { (i b) E (Hi)sf(ai z) has exactlyi distinctrootsin k,})
Fs,i = { (a, b) E (Hi)sIf(a, z) has > i distinctrootsin k3}.
Of course,(H,)3 = Es U F.,, and also

#{a E k f(a z) has exactlyi rootsin ks}

=-!-#Es g =

.

I

hence #Vs, i = #Es, / (i - 1)!, and if we can compute #E, i = Ns(Hi) -#Fs

i

adequately,we are through.
Indeed,considerthe map
n
U

7i

Es,k

i

'Fs,

k=i+ I

(ai, bl, . .

bi, *

(if, bl, * *

bk)

bi).

and also
7it is certainlysurjective
k 1

(indeed: (a- bl, ...

,

k * ri(E3,k) n 7ri(E3,k')= 0

bi) E lr(E3,k) -f(

z) has exactly k roots). So

n

Fs3, =

U
k=i+ 1

lir(Es k),

hence

n
#Fs, i =

E

k=i+ 1

#i(Es,k)-

But for k = i + 1, . . . , n, #Es,kl(k - i)! = #7ri(Es,k);hence #E3,i = Ns(Hi)

-
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#Fs, = Ns(Hi) - 1_-i+ I #Esj1(i - i)! but we also know that #Es n = Ns(H,)

(fromthe definitions)andso we get
Vs,n

==n nl)!Ns(Hn)

# Vsw i

1) #Es g

n

iI)

E

(Hi)-

( i- 1) # VS,X
i=

nn-11).

(j

=

Thiscertainlydetermineseach#Vs i as a linearcombinationof the Ns(H,)
. . .,
n) with rationalcoefficients(independent
of s); hence

1,

n #V.
Ns(U)

=

E
i=1

s,

is givenby a linearcombination
of theNs(Hj)with rationalcoefficients,independent of s; hencethe rationalityof 1N,(U) t followsfromthe rationalityof
E Ns(Hi)t-1. Q.E.D.

REMARK. The proofyieldsthat 7ru(t)is rationalfor any definableset U.

Certainly,PU(t)may not be rational.However,this proofalso showsthat Pu(t)
is alwaysalgebraic,indeed,it can alwaysbe writtenas the radicalof a rational
function.
5. Application.Let us considerthe following:
DEFINITION10. Let 0: kr

kt be a function; suppose we can find a
t-tuple of polynomialsfi, ...
ft E k [x , ..., xr] such that for all (a1, ...,
ar) E kr, 0(a, . . . , ar) = (f1(al,
*
, ft(aI, . . ., ad)); then 0 is
,ar), *
called an r - t-morphismover k, and the t-tuple (fi , . . . ft) is said to define 0.
,

.

Wecan statethe following
LEMMA10. If U is a definabler-setoverk, and 0 is an r - t-morphism

overk, then 0(U) is a definablet-setoverk.
PROOF. Say U is defined by the formula <p(xl,...
the t-tuple (fi (x I ,

.

. . , Xr)....

xr)).

) ft(xI,

that 0(U) can be defined by the formula T(y1,
3X1I

3Xr(Yi

=f(xl (

. ,

= ft(xl,

*

...

Xr) /\ ...

, xr) of

LT,k

and 0 by

Then it is trivial to check
, Yt)

given by

A yt

Xr) A <(xl, * . . , Xr)).

Q.E.D.

In particular,
we get the followinggeneralization
of Dwork'sresult:
Thelogarithmicderivativeof the zeta-functionof the imageof a varietyby
a morphismis rational.
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